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The first process, then, was the sorting of'the wool.
The better quality was used for the ordinary cloths, and
the worst was made up into coarse cloth known as cog-
ware and Kendal cloth, three-quarters of a yard broad,
and worth from 40^. to 5s. the piece.1 The term cogware
seems to have sprung from its being sold to cogmen, the
crews of the ships called cogs ; but whether for their
own use, or for export is not quite clear. The alternative
name of Kendal cloths was derived from the district of
Kendal in Westmorland, a seat of the industry, at
least as early as I256.2 The mixing of different qualities
of wool in one cloth was prohibited; and as it was for-
bidden to mix English wool with Spanish,3 so was the
use of flocks, or refuse wool, in ordinary cloth,4 except
in the case of the cloth of Devonshire, in which, owing
to the coarseness of the wool, an admixture of flock was
necessary.5 In the adjacent county of Cornwall the
wool was of still poorer quality, arid the cloth woven
from it so inferior that it was exempted from paying
customs prior to the sixteenth century. But by the
time of Henry VIII the wool had greatly improved, and
as good cloths were made there as elsewhere. On the
other hand, the morals of the clothiers had not shown
an equal improvement, and they were in the habit of
using fine wool from other countries or even of bringing
Tavistock and other white cloths into the country and
then exporting them as 4 course Cornysh cloths ', so
1 The manufacture of these cloths was licensed in 1390, provided
the quality was not improved. Statutes, 13 Rich. II.
a Assize R. 979, m. 2.
a Liber Custumarum, ii. 549. Spanish wool is prominent amongst
the imports at Southampton in 1310. Customs Accts., 136, no. 8, n.
4 Statutes, 4 Edw, IV.	B Statutes, 7 Edw. IV.
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